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Abstract 

Breaking sedentary behaviour among university students: Benefits of incorporating 
cycling desks concurrently with an academic learning task at light, but not 
moderate, intensity 

Introduction: Physical activity (PA) can enhance physical and mental health, with 
implications for academic performance. Method: This randomized crossover trial aimed to 
assess the effects of different intensities of PA using cycling desks on mental workload, 
anxiety and academic performance in university students (n=24). Participants underwent 
sedentary (SED), low-intensity (CDLPA), and moderate-intensity (CDMPA) cycling desk 
conditions during an academic task across three sessions. The task involved watching a 30-
minute video followed by a written exam. We measured perceived workload and anxiety 
post-video and post-exam with NASA-TLX and POMS-SF, respectively, while Tobii 
glasses 2 were used to measure selective visual attention during the video. Result: 
Significant interactions between condition and time for the perceived workload (p<0.001; 
n2=0.444) and a time effect for anxiety (p=0.015; n2=0.174). Notably, CDMPA led to a 
higher perceived workload during the video compared to SED and CDLPA. We also 
observed differences in selective visual attention and exam scores between conditions 
(p<0.001 and p=0.009, respectively), favouring SED and CDLPA over CDMPA. Conclusion: 
Our findings suggest that CDLPA use can increase PA in students and offer academic 
benefits, whereas CDMPA results in higher mental load without anxiety benefits. Therefore, 
low-intensity cycling desks increase PA without disrupting learning processes. 
 

Keywords: Sedentary behaviour, Cycling desks, cognitive load, anxiety, academic 
performance  
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Introduction  
 
Sedentary behaviour is a problem among university students. In fact, university students 

experience high levels of sedentariness due to prolonged sitting in class or while studying 

[1,2]. It is estimated that universities students spend an average of 8 hours per day in sitting 

time [3,4], making the 18-35 years old adults’ group with the highest daily sitting time 

[3,5,6]. Prolonged periods of sitting have been linked to an elevated risk of various chronic 

illnesses and to increase the likelihood of all-cause and cardiovascular mortality [7]. Too 

much sitting time also leads to increased stress, anxiety and depression in university 

students [8-11].  

 

The issue of physical activity also presents challenges for students. Guidelines generally 

recommend that individuals engage in at least 150 minutes of moderate to vigorous 

physical activity per week, including muscle-strengthening exercises [12,13]. However, 

only 61% of Canadian and 53% of American university students adhere to these 

recommendations [4,14]. The first year of university is crucial since there is a notable 

decline in moderate and vigorous physical activity during this period [15,16]. Incorporating 

moderate to vigorous physical activity into a student’s routine can have numerous benefits, 

such as improving cardiovascular health [12,13], mood, and reducing stress and anxiety 

[12,17]. Additionally, physical activity has been linked to improved academic 

performance, including better grades, higher test scores, and enhanced cognitive function 

[18,19]. 

 

University students face several challenges when it comes to engaging in physical activity 

and breaking sedentary behaviour. The most significant challenge is their busy schedules, 

making it difficult to find the time and energy to prioritize physical activities [20]. 

Moreover, a lack of motivation and social support can also make it difficult for them to 

engage in physical activity [20,21]. Some students may lack the intrinsic motivation 

necessary to exercise regularly, while others may struggle to find friends or family 

members interested in physical activity [22]. Limited access to facilities is another barrier 

that can make it challenging for university students to engage in physical activity. Some 

students may not have access to a gym or other facilities that offer opportunities for 
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physical activity or have financial limitations, which can limit their options for exercise 

[20,21]. Overall, students spend a significant amount of time sitting in lectures, studying, 

or working on assignments, which can make it difficult to break the cycle of sedentary 

behaviour and incorporate more physical activity into their daily lives 

 

Combining cognitive tasks with physical activity is gaining attention [18,23] and the 

integration of PA concurrent to cognitive work may represent a way to insert active time 

into the student’s schedules. Active workstations such as cycling desks that generate light 

to moderate physical activity have become a strategy to combat sedentary behaviour in 

schools [24] and workplaces [25]. Cycling desks are designed to allow people to pedal 

while working, which is an effective way to stay active and break up sedentary time [25]. 

Cycling desks can enhance physiological health indicators such as cardiovascular function, 

blood glucose control and energy expenditure [26]. In addition, physical health benefits 

may enhance cognitive performance, particularly in tasks that require short-term sustained 

attention, working memory, and decision-making [27]. Cycling desks may also positively 

impact arousal levels, which is essential for individuals who must stay alert and focused 

throughout the day [28]. However, the literature addressing the use of cycling desks on 

cognitive function in an educational objective is limited. For example, most studies have 

assessed cognitive functions such as memorization and attention using neuropsychological 

tests like the n-back test and Stroop battery test [29-31]. However, these tests have limited 

ecological validity as they are highly artificial and abstract tasks [32]. Therefore, the 

findings from these studies provide limited insight into the more complex tasks that 

students may encounter in their daily work, such as studying. Tools such as eye-tracking 

could give us added information on selective visual attention, such as eye position and 

movement and detailed information on what users looked at and how long in complex tasks 

such as studying. Also, emotional factors like perceived workload and anxiety during dual-

tasking, such as cycling desks, are still underexamined in the literature. Perceived 

workload, stress and anxiety have an impact on academic performance [33,34]. Thus, a 

better understanding of the impact of cycling desk use with various physical intensities on 

workload and anxiety is necessary to address further recommendations. Finally, most 

studies involving dual-tasking with physical and mental tasks have mostly focused on 
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pediatric or geriatric populations. Thus, little is known about the effects of physical activity 

during cognitive tasks such as memorization and learning in post-secondary students [35].  

 

Following the existing knowledge, this study compares the acute effects of low and 

moderate intensities of PA using cycling workstations and a sedentary position concurrent 

to a cognitive learning task in university students. We hypothesize that light and moderate 

intensities of physical activity will reduce mental workload and anxiety following the dual-

task compared to the sedentary position. The second hypothesis is that selective visual 

attention will be higher in the cognitive-cycling tasks than in the sedentary position. 

 
Method  

Population 

Recruitment has been done among undergraduate and graduate students of the Université 

de Montréal. Recruitment forms were sent electronically to the student associations and 

posted on the university bulletin boards. The participant had to be between 18 and 65 years 

old to be included in the study. Participants were required to sign a consent form and fill 

out a health form informing us of any dietary restrictions they may have given that a second 

part of the study involved eating habits (not presented here). Exclusion criteria were: 

following any specific diet or regimen, having a known eating disorder (e.g., bulimia or 

anorexia), taking medications (e.g., insulin, beta-blockers or corticosteroids), having 

chronic gastrointestinal problems (e.g., Crohn’s disease), having food intolerances or 

allergies, having physical limitations that would prevent you from being physically active 

and have photosensitive epilepsy.  The project was conducted according to the ethical 

certificate #CERC-21-003-P from the Clinical Research Ethics Committee of the 

Université de Montréal. 

 

Experimental design 

A first virtual meeting was done with the participant. The meeting consists of reviewing 

the consent form with the participant and ensuring he respects all the inclusion criteria. 

Then a health and lifestyle questionnaire adapted for the IPAQ questionnaire [36] was sent 

to the participant to complete before the first session in the laboratory. The participants had 
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to complete a weekly experimental session for three consecutive weeks. The three 

conditions [control (SED), cycling desk at light physical activity (CDLPA) and cycling desk 

at moderate intensity (CDMPA)] were performed in a randomized order. Participants’ 

intensity stages were categorized following the Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology 

recommendations. A typical session consisted of arriving at the lab at 09:00 am and eating 

a standardized breakfast. At 9:15 am, the participant was invited to watch on an iPad (8th 

generation, Apple, CA, USA) the first 30 minutes of a documentary (Babies 2020, season 

2, episodes 8-11-12, Netflix). Following the video session, the participant answered a 30-

minute online exam related to the documentary seen previously (see fig. 1). 

 

Figure 1. Laboratory sessions 

 
 

Experimental Conditions 

The SED session consists of watching the 30-minute video comfortably sitting on a desk 

chair. In the light-intensity session (i.e., CDLPA), the participant had to watch the video 

while pedalling at the cycling desk (ProPlus 36TM, Varidesk, Texas, United States). The 

cycling desk was set at a resistance of 3 (i.e., 22 watts for a cadence of 60 revolutions per 

minute). The participant was instructed to maintain a consistent pedalling pace concurrent 

with the video without experiencing shortness of breath or physical exhaustion. In the 

moderate-intensity session (i.e., CDMPA), the participants had to watch the video while 
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cycling on a bike (Lifecycle 9500HR Upright bike, LifeFitness, Illinois, USA) at 70% of 

heart rate reserve. The target heart rate was calculated using the Karvonen method [37] and 

the researcher monitored the heart rate remotely with the Polar H10 (Polar Electro Oy, 

Kempele, Finland). Before the start of the video, the participant had a ten-minute warm-up 

to reach the target heart rate gradually. After, the participant was asked to cycle between 

70 and 90 revolutions per minute. The researcher adjusted the resistance to maintain the 

target heart rate throughout the 30 minutes of video watching.  

 

Measurements  

Perceived workload 

The mental load was assessed using the NASA Task Load Index apps (NASA-TLX; 

NASA, apps), a mental workload assessment tool developed by NASA to evaluate the 

perceived workload of individuals while performing [38]. It is a multifaceted assessment 

that measures six dimensions: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, 

performance, effort, and frustration. Each size is rated on a scale of 0-100, with higher 

scores indicating greater perceived mental load. The participants were asked to fill out the 

form after the video watching task (T2) and at the end of the examination task (T3). This 

sequence was reproduced for each condition.  

 

Anxiety 

Anxiety was measured using the Tension-Anxiety dimension from a validated French 

version of the Profile of Moods and State (POMS) [39,40]. The self-report questionnaire 

(POMS-F) measures five dimensions of mood: Tension-Anxiety, Depression-Dejection, 

Anger-Hostility, Vigor-Activity, and Fatigue-Inertia. The tension-Anxiety dimension 

consists of 9 questions, and each question is rated on a 5-point scale, with higher scores 

indicating a greater intensity of the measured mood state. The participants were asked to 

fill out the form before (T1) and after (T2) the video and at the end of the examination task 

(T3). This sequence was reproduced for each condition.  

 

Selective visual attention  
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Selective visual attention was assessed using Tobii Glasses 2, specifically designed to track 

and record eye movements and gaze patterns in real time. The eye gaze data were captured 

at a rate of 100 Hz. Eye movement and gaze data were analyzed using Tobii Pro Lab 

(Version 1.138  Danderyd, Sweden: Tobii Pro AB) with the attention filter Tobii’s I-VT 

[41]. Each fixation in the area of interest (AOI) was first autonomously tracked using the 

Tobii Pro analyzer. The area of the iPad surface was defined AOIs. Then, a manual review 

and corrections were made by the first author. The analyses were done for the length of the 

30-minute videos. 

 

Exam score 

For each condition, the participant completed an online exam related to the episode viewed. 

The examinations were composed of multiple choices and short-answer questions 

developed to have the same difficulty level between the exams. For each exam, a research 

assistant created a correction booklet with a score of 10 points. The exams were then 

corrected by the first author following the booklets produced. 

 

Statistical analyses  

 

The study presents all data as mean and standard deviation (SD) unless otherwise specified. 

The anxiety state variables (POMS-F) were analyzed with an ANOVA for repeated 

measures (factor time and condition). In the case of interaction, analysis was done by fixing 

time to compare conditions and fixing condition to compare times with pairwise 

comparisons using Bonferroni correction. A One-way ANOVA was used to assess the 

difference between conditions for the perceived workload, exam score and heart rate 

variables with pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction between conditions if 

necessary. Considering the presence of missing data for selective visual attention, a mixed 

model ANOVA was conducted with a Bonferroni post-hoc for pairwise comparison 

between conditions if necessary. Data was considered “missing at random” when the 

recording of the Tobii Glasses 2 eye-tracker stopped unexpectedly concurrent with an 

intervention or if the gaze sample (i.e., quality of the eye gaze recording) was below a 

threshold of 70% [42]. All analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM Corp. Released 
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2021. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 28.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp version) 

with a significance level of 0.05. 

 

Result 

Participants 

Twenty-four students (67% female) were included in this study. Mean age has 23.0 (3.6) 

years, height of 167.9 (9.5) cm, body weight of 66.7 (23.5) kg and body mass index of 23.2 

(6.2) kg/m2. Fourteen participants (58.3%) reported doing less than 150 minutes of physical 

activity per week. Participants reported a mean of 7.4 hours (1.0) of sleep per night and 3.0 

(1.9) hours per day of screen time for leisure activities. Fifteen students (62.5%) were 

undergrads, while the others were all graduated students. Twenty participants (83.3%) 

reported good to excellent academic results, while eleven participants (45.8%) reported 

experiencing performance stress due to academic achievement. Ten participants (41.7%) 

reported experiencing significant stress daily. Also, ten participants (41.7%) reported little 

or no ability to control their stress. 

 

Physical activity intensity 

Mean heart rate was analyzed between T1 and T2 (see Fig. 1) and was different between 

all conditions [F (2,34) = 388.32, p < 0.001, η2= 0.96]. Specifically, the average heart rate 

was 79.5 (11.7) beats per minute for SED, 96.5 (12.5) beats per minute for CDLPA (i.e., 

21.8% (7.1%) of maximal heart rate) and 153.8 (6.3) beats per minute for CDMPA (i.e., 

66.0% (4.7%) of maximal heart rate).  

 

Perceived workload 

Overall perceived workload following the dual-task was significantly different between 

conditions [F (2,46) =40.51, p< 0.001; η2= 0.638], with a higher perceived workload for 

CDMPA compared to CDLPA [284.0 (90.5) vs.168.1 (78.2); p<0.001] and for CDMPA 

compared to SED [284.0 (90.5) vs.134.0 (72.7); p<0.01]. NASA-TLX subscales were also 

analyzed (see Fig.2). Results showed statistical differences between conditions for the 

mental demand [F (2,46)=6.976, p=0.02; η2=0.233], the physical demand [F (2,46) 
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=155,695, p<0.001; η2=0.871], the temporal demand [F (2,46) =33.956, p<0.001; 

η2=0.596] and the perceived effort [F (2,46) =33.956, p<0.001; η2=0.59]. No conditions 

effect was founded for the own performance [F (2,46) =1.297; p=0.283; η2=0.053] and for 

frustration level [F (2,46) =1.216; p=0.306; η2=0.050] subscales. Post-hoc analysis showed 

a higher mental demand score for CDMPA compared to CDLPA (p=0.014) and for CDMPA 

compared to SED (p=0.021). Physical demand was higher for CDMPA compared to CDLPA 

(p<0.001), for CDMPA compared to SED (p<0.001) and for CDLPA compared to SED 

(p<0.001). Temporal demand was higher for CDMPA compared to CDLPA (p=0.005) and for 

CDMPA compared to SED (p<0.001). Effort was higher for CDMPA compared to CDLPA 

(p<0.001) and for CDMPA compared to SED (p<0.001).  

 

Figure 2. Perceived subscales workload following the concurrent tasks  

 
 

Following the examination task, the overall perceived workload was not different between 

conditions [F (2,44) =1.874; p=0.166; η2=0.078]. Analyses from subscales showed 

significant differences between conditions for the perception of own performance only [F 

(2,44) =5.706, p=0.006; η2=0.206] (see Fig.3). No differences were found for the mental 

demand [F (2,44) =0.282; p=0.756; η2=0.013], for the physical demand [F (2,44) =1,062; 

p=0.355; η2=0.046], for the temporal demand [F (2,44) =1.713; p=0.192; η2=0.072], for 

the perceived effort F(2,44)= 0.061; p=0.941; η2=0.003] and the frustration level [F (2,44) 
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=0.553; p=0.579, η2=0.025]. Moreover, post-hoc analysis for the perceived own 

performance showed a higher perception of performance for the CDLPA compared to the 

SED condition (p=0.005).   

 

Figure 3. Perceived subscales workload following the examination task 

 
 

Anxiety  

The analysis of the POMS-F (tense-anxiety dimension questionnaire) showed no 

significant interaction (condition x time) (p=0.373; η2=0.047). However, a significant time 

effect was found [F (2,44) = 4.63, p = 0.015; η2= 0.17] revealing an increase in levels over 

time (see Fig.4). Analyses were also conducted for each question of the anxiety dimension 

questionnaire (see Figure 4). For the restless level, a Conditions-Time interaction [F (4,88) 

=4.34, p<0.003); η2=0.16] was observed. Post-hoc analysis revealed that restless level for 

MPA was higher at T1 compared to T3 (p=0.007) and at T2 compared to T3 (p =0.012). 

For the nervous level, a Conditions-Time interaction [F (4,88) =2.77; p=0.036); η2=0.18] 
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The relaxed, on edge, and uneasy levels were without significant interaction or time effect 

(See Fig. 6).   

 

Figure 4. Anxiety state (conditions x times) 

  
 

 

Figure 5. Anxiety levels (conditions x times) 
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Selective visual attention and exam scores 

Selective visual attention results from the eye-tracking glasses showed a significant 

difference between conditions [F (2, 38.65) =23,042; p<0.001]. Specifically, the average 

percentage of attention to the video was higher for SED compared to CDMPA [68.86% 

(17.14) vs. 47.3% (12.45), p<0.001] and higher for CDLPA compared to CDMPA [74.54% 

(13.35) vs. 47.3% (12.45); p<0.001]. There was no difference between SED and CDLPA 

(p=0.510). Exam results also differed between conditions [F (2,46) =5.197; p=0.009; 

η2=0.184). The mean exam score (/10) was significantly higher for CDLPA compared to 

CDMPA [8.08 (0.96) vs. 6.94 (2.24); p=0.033]. No significant differences were observed for 

CDMPA compared to SED [7.69 (1.30) vs. 6.94 (2.24); p=0.229] either for CDLPA compared 

to SED [8.08 (0.96) vs. 7.69 (1.30); p=0.328].  

 

DISCUSSION 
 

This randomized cross-over study investigates the impact of cycling desk (LPA and MPA) 

on perceived workload, anxiety and selective visual attention. The aim of the study is to 

provide new insights into the effects of integrating physical activity concurrent with 

academic learning tasks on cognitive and emotional factors in university students. First, 

although participants experienced greater physical demand while completing the CDLPA 

compared to the SED condition, selective visual attention and exam scores were similar for 

the CDLPA to the SED condition. In addition, the anxiety state through CDLPA did not seem 

to be affected compared to the SED condition. Those findings suggest that university 

students have the potential to reduce their daily sedentary time without compromising their 

memorization performance by utilizing a CDLPA while completing academic tasks. 

However, the second part of our study suggests that the CDMPA induces too much physical 

demand, which could have a negative impact on mental and temporal demand and require 

an effort too high to be effective during a study task. Despite the significant amount of PA 

concurrent with the cognitive task (i.e., 30 minutes at MPA), significant decreases were 

observed in selective visual attention compared to CDLPA and SED conditions. In addition, 

exam scores were lower for the CDMPA compared to the CDLPA condition. No significant 
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effect on anxiety state was found. Based on those results, cycling desk at MPA concurrent 

with an academic learning task should not be encouraged.  

 
Cycling desk at low-intensity 
 
The literature provides insight into the potential benefits of light-intensity physical activity 

interventions in schools. Specifically, to university students, authors have observed 

increased arousal and reduced fatigue among university students during class [43]. In our 

study, CDLPA use concurrently with a memorization task such as video memorizing reduced 

sedentary time while maintaining memorization performance (i.e., exam score) at a similar 

level to sedentary work (i.e., average exam score [LPA 8.08 (0.96) vs. SED 7.69 (1.30)]. 

These results are consistent with the current literature, which showed with LPA exercise 

intensity that, cognitive performance is not detrimental to the use of the cycling desk 

[27,44]. Considering those findings, CDLPA could be a useful tool to break sedentary 

behaviour without compromising academic performance.  

 

To the best of our knowledge, no prior research has investigated the impact of using a 

CDLPA on selective visual attention using eye-tracking technology. The study hypothesis 

was that selective visual attention, measured by fixation time on a video, would be higher 

during CDLPA compared to a SED condition. In fact, a previous study observed pupil 

dilation with LPA intensity, which positively correlated with psychological arousal 

increases [45]. However, our findings indicated no difference in selective visual attention 

between the CDLPA and the SED condition [LPA 74.54% (13.35) vs. SED = 68.86% 

(17.14), p=0.510]. The low-intensity cycling desk may not be enough to produce perceptual 

benefits (i.e., higher fixation time) in complex attentional demand tasks, such as watching 

a 30-minute video. Actual studies with similar (n=23) or smaller (n=10) sample sizes using 

neuropsychologic measurements such as reaction time in detection task and working 

memory task fund significant differences with large effect size in support of the cycling 

desk compare to sitting work [29,30]. Since selective visual attention plays a crucial role 

in memorization and is closely linked with learning [46,47] a protocol using both 

neuropsychologic test and eye-tracking measurement could be of interest to determine the 

impact of CDLPA on selective and sustain attention. This study serves as an initial step in 
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exploring the effects of low-intensity cycling with an eye-tracking device on visual 

attention processes. 

 

When using the CDLPA, the perceived workload increased compared to the sedentary 

condition due to physical demand. These results are consistent with a current study [48] 

and show the effect of physical demand concomitant with a cognitive task on workload, 

even with low physical intensity. The results also indicate that the perceived workload at 

the end of the examination period was similar in the CDLPA and SED conditions. Therefore, 

the increase in physical demand due to low intensity was punctual to the dual-task and no 

deterioration in the subsequent task workload was observed. In fact, the result following 

the examination period showed a better perception of their performance for CDLPA 

compared to the SED condition (p = 0.005). They are aligned with previous studies that 

showed increased arousal and wakefulness throughout the workday using CDLPA [25,28]. 

Therefore, our study suggests that CDLPA may positively impact perceived 

performance/satisfaction throughout the day.  

 

The current findings revealed that the use of a CDLPA did not result in any significant 

difference in anxiety state compared to traditional sitting work. Both the SED and CDLPA 

conditions showed a decreased anxiety while listening to the video, followed by an increase 

during the examination period. However, a closer look at each question of the POMS-F 

questionnaire showed that the mean anxiety level after the examination period was slightly 

higher in the SED condition (1.09 ± 1.0) compared to the LPA condition (0.61 ± 0.8), with 

a p-value of 0.054. The findings imply that CDLPA may have the potential to reduce anxiety, 

which is consistent with a prior study that found university students to feel more at ease 

and relax while using a cycling desk in lecture tasks [49,50]. However, due to the small 

sample size (n=24), the hypothesis cannot be concluded with certainty. This study opens 

new insights into the combined effects of CDLPA and acute mental tasks anxiety state during 

academic task simulations. Overall, while the current findings suggest that using cycling 

desks may impact anxiety levels during academic tasks, additional research using similar 

questionnaires with larger sample sizes and randomized control trials may be necessary to 

confirm our hypothesis.  
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Cycling desk at moderate-intensity 
 
Growing evidence supports the benefit of moderated physical activity on executive 

function [18]. Shorts bouts of moderate physical activity may enhance attention, 

awareness, and memorization [51]. Unexpectedly, this study suggests that cycling in 

moderate intensity concurrent with an attention task such as video memorizing decreases 

memorization performance compare to SED and CDLPA (i.e., average exam score) [CDMPA 

6.94 (2.24) vs. CDLPA 8.08 (0.96) vs. SED 7.69 (1.30)]. The results suggest that the physical 

demand level combined with the video visualization task decreased the video fixation 

durations. The deterioration of selective visual attention could thus be related to poor 

performance in the examination task. 

 
Our hypothesis was based on previous research that found that a moderate-intensity 

exercise concomitant to a cognitive task can enhance arousal, reaction time and switching 

task [52,53]. Therefore, we hypothesized that participants who engaged in a cycling 

moderate-intensity exercise would have greater fixation time while watching a video than 

those who remained sedentary. However, the results of our study indicate a significant 

decrease in visual attention on the video viewing task while cycling in CDMPA [68.86% 

(17.14) vs. 47.3% (12.45), p<0.001]. Studies conducted with bicycle couriers have shown 

that a high physical demand level can lead to decreased cognitive performance, such as 

detecting environmental stimuli [54,55]. Thus, the dual-task involving moderate physical 

intensity on the cycling desk may not be advisable during a memory task such as studying 

for an exam. During the concurrent task of cycling and video watching, the overall 

perceived workload of the participants was must higher in the CDMPA condition compared 

to the SED and the CDLPA condition. The mental, physical, temporal and effort demands 

were the main demands explaining the overall increase. Our findings show that greater 

physical demands can lead to a mental and effort burden. A previous study has also 

observed similar results with decreased mathematical operations tasks [48] when the 

perceived workload is too high. According to Basahel, Young [56], there appears to be an 

optimal range of physical and cognitive exertion that yields the highest performance 

outcomes. These authors indicate that performance tends to deteriorate at both low and 
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high levels of physical and mental demand. In summary, our results suggest that 

engagement in CDMPA could elevate perceived workload compared to both sedentary 

(SED) and CDLPA conditions and potentially lead to detrimental effects on memorization 

tasks undertaken during physical activity. 

In this study, cycling at CDMPA did not significantly impact the anxiety state compared to 

conventional sitting work. Anxiety levels decreased while participants watched the video, 

regardless of whether they were cycling or sitting. However, the anxiety score showed a 

declining trend towards the end of the examination period in the CDMPA condition 

compared to the SED condition. Moderate physical activity may have a light effect on the 

overall POMS-F scores. Although previous evidence suggests that moderate exercise can 

reduce anxiety levels [57], it remains unclear whether anxiety can be modulated differently 

during dual-tasks that involve moderate physical activity. Therefore, the current study 

findings suggest that CDMPA exercise has a limited impact on psychological well-being 

during or after studying and examination tasks compared to sitting work or CDLPA. 

Strengths and limitations 

Considering the mental health and performance anxiety issues in the university student 

population, our study provides new insight into the influence of different intensities of 

physical activity concurrent with an academic task such as studying. Although, some 

limitations should be mentioned in our study. First, the target heart rates for the light and 

moderate intensity were based on an estimation calculation. While the statistical analysis 

indicates that we are within the range of intensity differences, the measurement of maximal 

heart rate during a stress test would strengthen the measurement of the intensities and 

enhance the precision of our intervention. Also, among the participants, three reported a 

diagnosis of anxiety disorders, two reported an ADHD diagnosis, two reported a combined 

diagnosis of ADHD and anxiety disorders, and one reported a diagnosis of anxiety disorder 

with a diagnosis of depression. However, the sample size was not large enough to conduct 

these analyses. Sensitivity analyses were performed to ensure that the inclusion of the 6 

participants did not change the results, which was the case. This study represents a first 

step and subsequent studies should use the current finding to analyze in detail if students 

with greater needs can beneficiate from CDLPA or CDMPA. Furthermore, the data collected 
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in this study can serve as a valuable basis for estimating the targeted sample size in 

subsequent protocols.  

 

Conclusion 

With the goal of increasing PA levels in university students to enhance academic 

achievement and well-being, using a cycling desk would be a tool to consider. The results 

suggest an increase in test scores in the CDLPA condition compared to the CDMPA condition. 

This result is consistent with greater visual attention of the participants watching the video 

in the CDLPA than in the CDMPA. In addition, CDMPA induced more mental load without direct 

benefits for anxiety. Cycling desk concurrent with an attention task such as video 

memorizing decreases daily sedentary time while maintaining memorization performance 

similar to sedentary mental work. Findings support that simple use of a cycling desk could 

be interesting to lower sedentary behaviours at school without impairing the learning 

process, while moderate intensity is to be proscribed. 
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